In the chiral effective Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model with two-and three-flavor quarks, we demonstrate that the naively expected neutral pion (π 0 ) superfluidity (NPSF) and vacuum superconductivity (VSC) in constant magnetic field B = Bẑ are both disfavored, due to the well-known magnetic catalysis effect (MCE) to chiral symmetry breaking. Based on the simple two-flavor NJL model, we illuminate in the lowest Landau level approximation the similar origins of π 0 andρ
In the chiral effective Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model with two-and three-flavor quarks, we demonstrate that the naively expected neutral pion (π 0 ) superfluidity (NPSF) and vacuum superconductivity (VSC) in constant magnetic field B = Bẑ are both disfavored, due to the well-known magnetic catalysis effect (MCE) to chiral symmetry breaking. Based on the simple two-flavor NJL model, we illuminate in the lowest Landau level approximation the similar origins of π 0 andρ + 1 (ρ + meson with spin Sz = 1) mass reductions with B and thus of NPSF and VSC tendencies. With the full Landau levels, the two-flavor NJL model is found to be invalid to study the magnetic field effect toρ + 1 meson with physical vacuum mass 775 MeV. Then, restricted to ρ meson mass below two-quark threshold in vacuum, that is m v ρ < 2m v q , it is found that π 0 mass decreases and then increases with B slowly, andρ + 1 mass vanishing point is delayed to larger B compared to the point particle result. In the more realistic three-flavor NJL model, all the quark masses split in strong magnetic field as a combinatorial result of their different current masses and electric charges. By choosing a vacuum mass closer to the physical one,ρ + 1 meson mass is found to be consistent with the LQCD results semi-quantitatively in smaller B region but increase in larger B region. These features are mainly outcomes of the interplay between the Sz − B coupling effect and splitting MCE to the composite u and d quarks, which definitely disfavors VSC when the latter dominates. Furthermore, mesonic flavor mixing is modified by B among the neutral pseudoscalars: π 0 , η0 and η8, which is very important to suppress the mass enhancement of the effective mass eigenstates at large B.
I. INTRODUCTION
The properties of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) system in external electromagnetic (EM) field are very interesting and significant in both theoretical and experimental aspects. Theoretically, many novel notions and possibly new physics emerge from such system, such as, macroscopic chiral anomaly effects [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , inverse magnetic catalysis effect (IMCE) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and vacuum superconductivity [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Experimentally, the strongest EM field in our recent universe can be produced in relativistic peripheral heavy ion collisions [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and chiral magnetic effect [26] [27] [28] is now under restrict and dense investigations in BES II of STAR experiments [29] [30] [31] . Focusing on the theoretical part, the external EM field actually contributes an extra dimension, besides the usual temperature and chemical potential effect, to explore the properties of QCD especially the phase diagrams. First of all, it is important to emphasize that the first-principle lattice QCD (LQCD) simulations [6, 7] greatly support the MCE in vacuum, that is, the chiral condensations (or likely quark masses) increase with magnetic field [32] . Then in the phase respect, inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking (χSB) phases might be favored for finite density system in the presence of magnetic field [33, 34] , vacuum superconductivity is assumed to happen at large enough magnetic field [15] [16] [17] [18] , and neutral pseudoscalar superfluidity can be found in parallel EM field [35] [36] [37] .
Based on the ordinary χSB phase, the meson masses were further studied in magnetic field, either neutral or charged. Most frequently worked out in twoflavor NJL model: neutral pion mass is found to decrease and then increase, and charged pion mass to increase monotonously with magnetic field [38, 39] , which then both disfavor pion superfluidity in consistent with the restriction from the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation [40, 41] ; while the lightest charged vector rho meson mass decreases monotonously with B to zero, which favors vacuum superconductivity [15] [16] [17] [18] . There are both quenched [20] and unquenched LQCD simulations [42] on the pion masses in the market recently: while the charged pion mass trivially increases with B, the neutral pion mass decreases to an almost convergent value, around half of the vacuum mass. It seems a puzzle why neutral pion mass will converge to such a specific value. The initial philosophy of VSC simply follows the expectation from point vector particle, whose effective mass
The most prominent example of the latter is the electroweak gauge boson W ± condensation in early universe [43, 44] , which was later shown to exhibit superconductivity [15, 45] . However, this proposal encounters strong objections from the community due to the violation of Vafa-Witten (VW) theorem and was denied by LQCD simulations [19, 20] . It composes the main motivation of this work to find out which ingredient or underlying physics is missing in the two-flavor NJL model in order to account for the contradiction with LQCD results. To avoid confusion, we just focus on the possible continuum phase transition to homogeneous VSC, where Ginzburg-Landau expansion thus massless criteria is valid [46] . The paper is organized as the following: In Sec. II, we develop the whole formalism for the explorations of π 0 and ρ meson masses under strong magnetic field within extended two-flavor NJL model. For the purpose of an intuitive understanding, we show the similarity in their origins between the tendencies of NPSF and VSC by adopting lowest Landau level (LLL) approximation in Sec. II A. Then, the full Landau level (FLL) expressions are given explicitly in Sec. II B together with the associated numerical calculations. Based on this two-flavor model, the important discussions on the equality between the proper-time and Landau-level presentations and the invalidity of NJL model study of ρ meson with physical mass in magnetic field are reserved in Appendix. A and Appendix. B, respectively. In Sec. III, we revisit the meson modes in the more realistic three-flavor NJL model and present the FLL numerical results.
II. MESON SPECTRA WITHIN TWO-FLAVOR NAMBU-JONA-LASINIO MODEL
In order to study the properties of vector mesons, the original Lagrangian density of the two-flavor NambuJoan-Lasinio (NJL) model [47] can be extended by including vector channels and keeping approximate chiral symmetry to [16, 18] 
Here, ψ = (u, d) T is the two-flavor quark field, m 0 is the current quark mass, τ a = (1, τ ) with τ pauli matrices in flavor space, and G S and G V are positive coupling constants for the scalar-pseudoscalar and vector-pseudovector channels, respectively. The covariant derivative D µ = ∂ µ + iqA µ is defined in flavor space with electric charge q u = 2e/3 (q d = −e/3) for u (d) quark and the vector potential A µ = (0, 0, −Bx 1 , 0) representing a constant magnetic field along z-axis through B = ∇ × A = Bẑ. For the convenience of exploring the properties of the collective excitation modes or mesons, we introduce the following auxiliary boson fields:
Then, the Lagrangian density becomes [16, 18] 
where the physical fields are related to the auxiliary fields through:
(τ 1 ± iτ 2 ) are the raising and lowering operators in flavor space. If only the expectation value σ is nonzero as is the case in the vacuum without B, the thermodynamic potential is simply in the following form
where the dynamical mass m = m 0 + σ , G −1 f = i / D f −m is the inverse quark propagator at mean field level and the trace "Tr" should be taken over space-time coordinate, Dirac spinor, flavor and color spaces.
Then, the gap equation is formally given by the minimum condition ∂Ω/∂m = 0 as
and the inverse meson propagators can be conveniently evaluated in random phase approximation (RPA) through [47, 48] :
where
is the fermion propagator in flavor space, and Γ S/S * and ΓV µ/V * µ are the coupling vertices in scalar-pseudoscalar and vector-pseudovector channels, respectively. The explicit forms of the interested coupling vertices can be read from Eq.(4) as
, γ 3 ) and the spin eigen-
, V 3 ) with the spatial componentsV 1 ,V 2 andV 3 corresponding to spin components S z = 1, −1 and 0 along B.V µ /V * µ are more convenient for the exploration of pole masses in magnetic field because D −1 VµVν vanishes at zero effective momentum if µ = ν. On thing should be pointed out: for nonlocal meson propagators, the Schwinger phases should be compensated for the charged mesons in order to keep gauge invariance of the theory in external EM field [46] , see the Wilson lines in the first terms of Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) with the integral along a straight line. Then, their masses should be evaluated in energy-momentum space by taking out the gauge dependent Schwinger phases, that is, from
Thus obtained effective inverse meson propagators are equivalent to those directly evaluated with the effective quark propagators S f (k), which will be defined immediately.
The basic quark propagators G f (x, y) can be evaluated with Schwinger approach [49] and we have
with B s f = q f Bs, / x µ = γ µ x µ , / x µν = γ µ x ν , and the integration in the exponential from y to x along a straight line. For later use, we shift to imaginary proper time s → −i s and transform the effective propagator S f (x) to Euclidean energy-momentum space [46] :
with k ⊥ = (k 1 , k 2 ). Inserting the explicit quark propagators into Eq.(6) and taking the vacuum regularization scheme with three-momentum cutoff, we finally have the finite gap equation [46] 
A. Intuition in lowest Landau level approximation
It was found in the previous explorations that both π 0 andρ + 1 meson masses decrease with magnetic field in the weak field region [16, 18, 38, 39] , which may indicate NPSF and VSC, respectively, at sufficient strong magnetic field. The connection between NPSF and VSC has been briefly mentioned in Ref. [20] . In order to get an intuitive understanding of the situations encountered by π 0 andρ + 1 mesons, we adopt the lowest Landau level (LLL) approximation with the effective quark propagators simply given by [32] 
Then, after substituting them into Eq.(10) and Eq.(11), the explicit form of the effective inverse propagators of π 0 andρ
with the trace "tr" only over Dirac spinor space. If we assume q u = −q d , we can immediately recognize the equality of the second terms in Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) up to a factor 2, which implies the connection between the naively expected NPSF and VSC in their origins. In vanishing energy-momentum limit p → 0, by integrating out the transverse momenta k ⊥ and inserting the realistic values of q u and q d , the effective inverse propagators can be simply reduced to
Actually, theys are just the quadratic Ginzburg-Landau (GL) expansion coefficients (QGLECs) around small order parameters π 0 and ρ + 1 , refer to that around π ± in Ref. [46] . Note that only the qualitative respondences to the magnetic field effect should be taken seriously here, because B independent loop contributions are not included in all the formulas, that is, the second terms vanish in the limit B → 0. In this respect, even without introducing any explicit regularization scheme which does not change the signs of the divergent terms, some significant qualitative conclusions can already be drawn:
(1) In the relatively weak magnetic field region where dynamical quark mass is almost B-independent, the QGLECs both decrease with magnetic field, thus seem to favor decreasing of meson masses in order to maintain D −1 (p 0 , p = 0) = 0, see Ref. [16, 18, [38] [39] [40] .
(2)ρ + 1 meson responds more strongly than π 0 meson to magnetic field as the coefficient in front of B in Eq. (19) is larger than that in Eq. (19) , see the steeperρ + 1 mass reduction in Ref. [18, 20, 39] . (3) In LLL approximation, the gap equation becomes
from which the MCE can be told directly, see Ref. [36] for more detailed discussions on the large
2mGS is positivedefinite and thus disfavors NPSF as verified in Ref. [39] ; −D
18GS is negative-definite for the chosen model parameters and thus favors VSF. However, if we recover the B independent loop contribution, −D
(0) will be positive in small B region as should be to maintain finite mass there, see Ref. [16, 18, 20] and Fig. 2 in Sec.II B.
(4) Due to their different charges of u and d quarks, the magnetic field will definitely induce splitting MCE in principle [37] , which should be taken care of in more realistic three-flavor NJL model [47, 50] . For π 0 meson, u and d quarks contribute separately through pure flavor polarization loops; while for ρ + 1 meson, they contribute through a flavor-mixed polarization loop. Thus, the splitting MCE is expected to have larger consequence onρ + 1 mass than on π 0 mass, which must be carefully checked before any conclusion is drawn on whether VSC can happen or not.
B. Full Landau levels formalism and numerical results
By substituting the full Landau levels forms of quark propagators Eq.(13) into Eq.(10) and Eq.(11), the effective inverse propagators of π 0 andρ
with k = (k 4 , k 3 ). The LLL results Eq. (16) 
by integrating out the internal energy-momentum, where
for brevity. Then, the effective inverse propagator of π 0 can be regularized by adopting vacuum regularization scheme as [12] −D −1
with 
The un-regularized coefficients for zeroth and first orders of B can be put in alternative energy-momentum integration forms by recognizing the corresponding terms in Eq. (22) and integrating out proper time first. Finally, we're ready to perform a modified vacuum regularization to the effective inverse propagator ofρ + 1 meson and get
with ∆Πρ+
(p 4 ). The great advantage of vacuum regularization is that there are no artifacts for the B-dependent parts even when |eB| 1/2 is much larger than the effective cutoff Λ induced by the regularization. This is obvious for π 0 meson because there is no cutoff in the B-dependent term ∆Π π 0 π 0 (p 4 ); forρ + 1 meson, Λ is involved in the B-linear coefficient but this is just total spin regularization and has nothing to do with B. Before analytically continuing the results Eq. (25) and Eq. (27) to Minkovski space through p 4 → ip 0 in order to explore meson spectra, one should remember that the proper-time integration should always be carried out first to give algebraic functions of p 4 in principle. Otherwise, ultraviolet divergences will be encountered in the integrations for p 0 ≥ 2m even though it is still fine for p 0 < 2m. The proper-time integration can be gotten rid of directly by adopting the Landaulevel presentations of quark propagators. Then, the inverse meson propagators would depend on two series of Landau-level summations and no severe divergences happen for p 0 ≥ 2m anymore. Nevertheless, the compacter proper-time presentation can still be adjusted to suit such explorations through the variable transformation s m
→ s. In Appendix. A, we show the equality between proper-time and Landau-level presentations quantitatively up to p 0 = 2m.
Even though we can handle the potential artificial divergence through mathematic approaches, the case p 0 ≥ 2m still induces nonphysical consequences. In Appendix. B, we compare several regularization schemes at vanishing magnetic field and show the invalidity of NJL model to study the magnetic field effect toρ + 1 meson with physical mass. The main reason is the lack of confinement in NJL model and the extensive PNJL model can help the situation neither because the Polyakov loop potential only plays a role at finite temperature [50] . For the purpose of qualitative study, we assume ρ meson mass to be a bit smaller than twice quark mass 2m in the vacuum and use three-momentum cutoff scheme to regularize the vacuum terms. Then, the effective inverse meson propagators are explicitly
by carrying out the integration over energy k 0 , which are consistent with the corresponding ones given in Ref. [37, 47, 51] for vanishing B case. 3 in vacuum [52] . The self-consistent meson mass spectra and QGLECs are illuminated in Fig.1 and Fig.2 As we can see in Fig.1 , if the MCE is suppressed, π 0 mass will quickly decrease to zero thus favors NPSF. The reality is that π 0 mass only mildly decreases with B in the weak field region and slowly increases in the strong field region (the scale is not shown here), which is consistent with the previous NJL model result [39] . The selfconsistentρ + 1 mass decreases to zero at some point thus favors VSC, which is consistent with the previous twoflavor NJL model exploration [18] . However, the comparison with the point particle pattern implies the delay of VSC due to the MCE to the composite quark mass, which thus justifies our more careful explorations in the three-flavor NJL model in Sec.III. Finally, the quadratic coefficients in Fig.2 indicate much stronger respondence ofρ + 1 to magnetic field than π 0 , which agrees with the mass spectra in Fig.1 and the qualitative discussions in Sec.II A.
III. MESON SPECTRA WITHIN THREE-FLAVOR NAMBU-JONA-LASINIO MODEL
As pointed out in the end of Sec.II A, the magnetic field inevitably induces splitting MCE to u and d quark masses, which requires the iso-vector scalar interaction channels in the model for mean field exploration. In this respect, the three-flavor NJL model is much more suitable for realistic study, the Lagrangian density of which can be extended from the previous one to [47, 48] 
by further adopting the four fermion vector interaction channels with coupling constant G V . Compared to the two-flavor case, ψ = (u, d, s) T represents the three-flavor quark field, m 0 = diag(m 0u , m 0d , m 0s ) is the current quark mass matrix, and the covariant derivative is defined as D µ = ∂ µ − iQA µ with the charge matrix Q = diag(q u , q d , q s ). For the four-fermion interaction terms, λ 0 = 2 3 I and Gell-Mann matrices λ i (i = 1, . . . , 8) are defined in three-flavor space. The U A (1) symmetry violating six-fermion interactions [53] only involve scalarpseudoscalar channels with the determinant defined in flavor space, Γ ± = 1 ± γ 5 and K the coupling constant. Now, following the same ansatz as the two-flavor case, we only consider nonzero chiral condensations σ i ≡ ψ i ψ i with i flavor index 1 and the U A (1) symmetry violating term L 6 can be reduced to an effective four fermion interaction forms in Hartree approximation [47] :
with ǫ ijk the Levi-Civita symbol. So the reduced three-flavor Lagrangian density with only four fermion effective interactions is
where the non-vanishing elements of the symmetric coupling matrices G ± are given by [47] 
By contracting a pair of field and conjugate field operators further in L 4 6 in Hartree approximation, we find
which then, together with the contributions from the initial four-quark interactions, gives the effective quark masses as
In order to evaluate quark masses numerically, we should be equipped with the gap equations directly following the definitions of chiral condensations:
where the effective quark propagators in a constant magnetic field, G i , can be modified from Eq.(12) by just altering m to m i for different flavors. Then, by following similar derivations and discussions as in the two-flavor case, the regularized gap equations are
with the reduced cutoffΛ f = Λ/m * f . In advance, the thermodynamic potential can be obtained consistently by combining the definitions of effective masses in Eq. (35) and the integrations over σ f of Eq. (37):
which is consistent with that in Ref. [50] . Finally, let's focus on the collective excitation modes, especially the neutral pseudoscalar and vector modes. It is helpful to define the one-flavor polarization loop according to Eq. (10):
which can be regularized in the same way as the two-flavor case. Then, by setting the three-dimensional diagonal matrix Π + ij is symmetric with respect to interchange of the subscripts i and j and only 6 independent functions are involved. Thus, the effective inverse propagator matrix of the neutral pseudoscalar sector is
where the explicit forms of the polarization functions are
Besides the mesonic flavor mixing between η 0 and η 8 channels due to U A (1) anomaly in vacuum [53] , magnetic field develops further mixing among all the channels as all the non-diagonal elements of Π + ij are non-vanishing now. For simplicity, the mixing between pseudoscalar and pseudovector sectors is neglected -this is valid as we find the pseudoscalar masses do not change much compared to those in Ref. [48] . Then, the pole masses of the neutral pseudoscalar mesons can be solved numerically by following the condition det D −1 ij (p 0 , p = 0) = 0 [48] and three independent solutions can be obtained in principle.
For the most interested vector modeρ + 1 , the change comes from the possibly different masses between u and d quarks, which alters Eq. (22) to
It can be regularized by following a similar procedure as in Sec.II B and we get
where ∆Π * ρ [54] . As the dynamical u/d quark vacuum mass in this case (0.368 GeV) is larger than that in two-flavor case (0.313 GeV), the vector coupling constant is fixed to G V Λ 2 = 2.527 by fitting to larger ρ meson vacuum mass m v ρ = 0.7 GeV. First of all, the B-dependence of the dynamical quark masses m f is illuminated in the upper panel of Fig.3 . Three main observations follow: (1) mass splitting between u and d quarks is developed at larger B thus confirming splitting MCE; (2) m u increases most quickly due to its larger electric charge, see also Ref. [37] ; (3) m d and m s increase parallel to each other at larger B due to the same electric charge.
Next, the masses of the interested eigenstates are illuminated in the lower panel of Fig.3, whereπ 0 andη are the effective neutral pseudoscalar mesons corresponding to π 0 and η meson at vanishing B. All the meson masses obtained consistently in the three-flavor NJL model show a similar feature with B: first decreasing and then increasing, though the variations of the effective neutral meson masses are much milder than the charged vector mesonρ + 1 . The latter is consistent with the different constructions of the corresponding polarization loops as discussed in Sec.II A and the enhancement at larger B is due to the domination of splitting MCE among the quarks. To help understand the underlying physics, thē ρ + 1 mass with both composite quark masses chosen to be equally m u or m d is also demonstrated in the lower panel of Fig.3 . As theρ + 1 mass decreases to zero when m d is adopted also for u quark, we can easily conclude that the great enhancement of m u balances theρ + 1 mass reduction at larger B. The normalizedρ + 1 mass with point particle formula and in LQCD simulations [20] are also shown for comparison. Our results are semi-quantitatively consistent with that from the LQCD at relatively weak magnetic field region. There the curvatures are both positive with respect to B, in contrary to negative ones from the point particle formula and two-flavor NJL model study (except for the weakest B region).
Finally, it is intriguing to explore the mixing features of the neutral pseudoscalar mesons with respect to B as we've argued before. The normalized mixing factors R M of the effective neutral pseudoscalar mesons on their mass shells are shown together in Fig.4 in terms of π 0 , η 0 and η 8 . Though, the fractions of η 0 and η 8 are small in the whole region, they're very important to keep the effective mesonπ 0 light, otherwise π 0 mass will increase to 2.5m
at eB = 2 GeV 2 . Other interesting observations are that the ratio of the pure flavor componentūiγ 5 u enhances a little inπ 0 andη → η 8 with B increasing, contrary to the naive expectation that u and d quarks will separate from each other quickly in strong magnetic field [20] . The reason for the discrepancy is that the effective coupling constants G In this case, the flavor separation effect, discovered in the U A (1) symmetric two-flavor NJL model due to the presence of parallel EM field [37] , can never be realized in the three-flavor NJL model at all.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we explored mainly the masses of π 0 and ρ coefficients with respect to B are both negative. Due to the magnetic catalysis effect to chiral symmetry breaking or quark mass, NPSF can never happen in either NJL models even B is very strong, which is consistent with the previous findings [20, 38, 39, 42] . While the emergence of vacuum superconductivity is delayed compared to point particle result in two-flavor case, it is completely avoided thanks to the splitting MCE among quarks in three-flavor case. It has to be mentioned that choosing ā ρ duction of asymptotic freedom, which indicates that G V decreases with B, cannot help becauseρ + 1 mass would enhance further for smaller coupling constant. This is considered to be another puzzle of QCD in strong magnetic field background. Moreover, mesonic flavor mixing in the neutral pseudoscalar sector is explored in advance, regarding the competition between the U A (1) anomaly and magnetic field effects: the ratio of pure flavor componentūiγ 5 u enhances a little inπ 0 andη → η 8 with increasing B. We want to point out that mesonic flavor mixing is very important to keep the effective mass eigenstates light thus still most relevant degrees of freedom to thermodynamics at very strong B.
Besides the puzzles we proposed in this work, the fates of NPSF and VSC in the presence of parallel rotation and magnetic field are also very interesting topics. With the charged pion superfluidity found and checked in such a system [56, 57] , it is even more convincible that charged rho meson superconductivity can be developed for a sufficiently large rotation due to the meson's more stable p-wave spin structure. As a matter of fact, this case does not violate VW theorem, because the rotation itself breaks the positivity of fermion determinant which is a necessary condition for the proof of the theorem, see also the discussions in Ref. [35] . Our study suggests the three-flavor NJL model a proper chiral model to explore the magnetic field effect to rho meson properties and thus also a nice candidate for the case with parallel rotation and magnetic field. We suspect that there might be competition between charged pion superfluidity and charged rho superconductivity.
where 
where the quark dispersions in magnetic field are E 
with the reduced chargesq f = q f /e. As G nn ′ is magnetic field and energy-momentum independent, the matrix can be evaluated to very large n and n ′ numerically by utilizing Mathematica and then reserved as a special function for further manipulations.
The bare polarization function Eq.(A3) is ultraviolet divergent and needs further regularization. We are not going to introduce any artificial cutoff at this stage for the purpose of demonstrating the equality between propertime and Landau-level presentations, rather, the following formally convergent term is evaluated:
The comparison between proper-time (see Eq. (24)) and Landau-level presentations is illuminated in Fig. 5 , where they are found to be precisely consistent with each other up to the instable point p 0 = 2m. The equality should continue in the instable region p 0 > 2m, but ∆Π is not suitable for such exploration. The reason is that it diverges in the proper-time presentation and the variable transformation mentioned in Sec. II B cannot be performed consistently to help as both p 0 = 0 and p 0 = 0 are involved now. To explore ρ meson property in certain circumstances, adequate regularization schemes should be chosen in NJL model first of all. Here, we compare three regularization schemes with the parameters listed in Ref. [47] : threemomentum cutoff (Λ 3 ), four-momentum cutoff (Λ 4 ) and Pauli-Villars (PV). In order to show the pion spectrum more explicitly, a non-vanishing current quark mass, m 0 = 5 MeV, is adopted alternatively. Firstly, we study the spatial component ρ i of the vector rho meson in the absence of magnetic field and illuminate the results in the upper panel of Fig. 6 for the inverse propagators. As can be seen, there are two zero-points for all the regularization schemes, of which the other one is lighter than the physical mass in the Λ 3 and PV schemes but slightly heavier in the Λ 4 scheme. Recalling the basic form of vec- tor boson propagator in quantum field theory (QFT) [55] :
we expect −D −1 ρ + 1ρ + 1 > 0 (< 0) for p 0 < 2m (> 2m). So, the signs of the ρ meson propagators are wrong around the physical zero-point in the Λ 3 and PV schemes, and only Λ 4 scheme is suitable to describe the ρ meson spectrum. For comparison, we show the inverse propagators of π meson in the lower panel of Fig. 6 , where the curves are very close to each other for Λ 4 and PV schemes. All the inverse propagators share the same sign around their zero-point, which are consistent with the form of scalar boson propagator in QFT [55] :
Secondly, we study the magnetic effect toρ + 1 meson by choosing the most optimistic Λ 4 scheme in Eq. (27) . The regularized terms can be given with the help of Feynman parameter as [48] : Fig.7 . Contrary to the point particle results or LQCD simulations, so strong dips are developed around p 0 ∼ 2m in the spectra thatρ + 1 meson mass changes very quickly and discontinuously with B. This must be an artifact due to the absence of confinement in NJL model, because ρ meson is not allowed to decay into quark-antiquark pair in the vacuum in real QCD. Even the formal extension to effectively include confinement through the Polyakov loop potential can not help the situation because it only plays an effective role at finite temperature [50] . Thus, the conclusion is that NJL (or PNJL) model is not suitable to study the magnetic effect to heavy mesonic resonances with masses > 2m, such as vectors ρ and ω, and pseudoscalar η ′ . 
